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IMPROVING COMMUNITY 
WELLBEING BY REDUCING  
THE INCIDENCE AND  
IMPACT OF CANCER. 

HOW WE HELP
Every day, 71 New Zealanders are diagnosed with 
cancer. No one should have to face this alone, 
and the Cancer Society is committed to ensuring 
no one has to. 

For over 90 years, the Cancer Society has provided 
essential support for those with cancer and their 
whānau, helping them to navigate the uncertainty 
and complexity that a diagnosis brings. Our unique 
combination of local programme delivery, 
community engagement and national influence 
enables us to make the most significant difference 
possible in the lives of people affected with cancer.

Together, we are committed to reducing the 
incidence and impacts of cancer. Cancer doesn’t 
stop, and we won’t either. 

The Wellington Division of the Cancer Society covers 
Marlborough, Nelson-Tasman, Wairarapa and Greater 
Wellington. Through collaboration with local 
partners, dedicated volunteers, and staff, we work 
in our communities to:

- Provide free, evidence-based cancer information 
and confidential support.

- Promote cancer risk-reducing behaviour and 
address health inequities.

- Fund world-class research that underpins our 
work in preventing cancer

- Advocate for the Government to improve cancer 
care and outcomes for all New Zealanders.
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A CHALLENGING YEAR,  
BUT CANCER DOESN’T STOP 
KIA ORA, GREETINGS TO YOU
Covid has not made life easy for many people over 
the last 12 months but imagine how difficult it has 
been for those who have also had to deal with a 
cancer diagnosis. The Cancer Society continues to 
be there for people impacted by cancer. Over 
25,000 people receive a cancer diagnosis each year, 
and sadly around 10,000 will die from cancer. 

Despite Covid restrictions, we have continued to 
provide support and information across our 
community, helped volunteer drivers get clients to 
hospital appointments, supplied accommodation for 
out-of-town clients and their whānau at Margaret 
Stewart House, offered counselling, and much more. 
Support can now be easily provided online via zoom 
or phone. Some support groups that were unable to 
physically meet under Covid restrictions have been 
meeting online as well. 

Thank you to all our donors, volunteers, staff and 
supporters that have persevered during difficult 
times to support our work and particularly those 
with cancer. It’s a team effort, and it has been 
heartwarming to see the flexibility and ongoing 
commitment of staff and volunteers. 

As we continue to rely on donor support to 
undertake our work, Covid restrictions meant that 
our 2021 Street Appeal was cancelled. Despite this, 
we were generously supported by individuals, 

businesses and schools. A big thank you to ANZ 
bank, our principal sponsor who provided extra 
financial support to make our 2021 Daffodil Day a 
success. To our monthly Hope for Life donors – and 
to those that remembered us in their will – Thank 
you. We received over $1.7 million from bequests in 
the 2021/22 financial year – this represents around 
29% of our total income. 

The great news is that risk reduction and cancer 
prevention are achievable for many cancers. Our 
advocacy work has continued at both the 
community and central government level. This 
includes campaigns around the increased sale 
restriction of tobacco, promotion of cancer 
screening programmes, public awareness campaigns 
on alcohol and unhealthy foods, and greater UV 
protection, particularly for outdoor workers and 
school-aged children.   

We know that cancer diagnoses will continue to rise 
in the coming years. It’s important that all New 
Zealanders, no matter where they live, their 
ethnicity or financial situation, have equitable 
access to cancer diagnostics, cancer treatment and 
post-cancer support. We are continuing to advocate 
strongly for this within central government. The 
current health system has been failing so many. We 
are hopeful that central government health reforms 
will improve outcomes for all.  
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To achieve our mission of reducing the incidence 
and impact of cancer, the Cancer Society continues 
to find better ways to do our mahi, our work. Covid 
has required us to be more agile, to look at new 
ways of doing things, to find better ways of 
connecting with our community. Across the Cancer 
Society Federation, work has continued with the 
Anga Whakamua/Forward Together project that 
seeks to streamline our federated structure. This 
will continue into the next financial year. Thank you 
to all involved in this critical project. 

2021/22 has been a challenging year, but cancer still 
goes on and so will we. 

Thank you for your ongoing support.

Michael Smith 
Chief Executive Officer 
Pou Ārahi

Corey Hebberd
Board Chairperson 
Tiamana
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188,420 kms
travelled across Wellington  

to transport patients

1,517
new patient referrals

$280,214
grants to fund cancer  

research projects

554
counselling sessions for  

patients and whānau/family

6,220
calls to 0800 CANCER  

across the country

4,894
patients and their  
whānau/family  

supported

2021/22 HIGHLIGHTS
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77
people given  

financial assistance

2,899
bed-night stays at  

Margaret Stewart House

68
SunSmart Accredited  

Schools 

13,358
hours gifted by 

878
volunteers
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Margaret Stewart House Margaret Stewart House shared kitchen

SUPPORTING PATIENTS AND 
WHĀNAU DURING COVID-19 
During 2021/22 the Cancer Society Wellington 
Division continued to face challenges caused by 
Covid-19 while still providing support to those who 
needed it. Although our offices remained closed to 
the public for several months to protect clients’ 
health, we offered support through our popular 
online support groups and workshops, the 0800 
CANCER (226 237) information line, and video 
appointments. We have continued to focus on new 
ways to connect with people in a covid world. 

Our incredible team of volunteer drivers continued 
to transport patients to their appointments at all 
levels and remained vigilant when it came to 
changing guidelines and testing requirements.  

We want to say a special thank you to our 
volunteers who have enabled our work to  
continue throughout Covid-19 alert levels.

Margaret Stewart House remained open to  
provide free accommodation for those who  
needed to travel to Wellington for treatment.  
This was challenging at times due to regular 
testing and isolation requirements, but staff and 
volunteers worked hard to ensure the health and 
safety of every guest. For some staff members, 
this meant stepping up to support Margaret 
Stewart House in the event of an outbreak and 
taking on additional training and responsibilities.
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MOVING TOWARDS A 
FUTURE WITH LESS CANCER 

Over the past ten years, the Cancer Society has 
invested more than $52m in life-saving research. It 
continues to be an essential component in the 
Cancer Society's mission to reduce the incidence 
and impact of cancer in Aotearoa, New Zealand. 

The Cancer Society Wellington Division funds several 
research projects and scholarships to enable 
students to conduct important research. One of 
these scholarships is the CT Collins PHD Scholarship 
which is awarded every three years.

Cintya del Rio Hernandez received the CT Collins 
PHD Scholarship from the Cancer Society in 2018. 
She completed her PHD research and thesis in 2021. 
Her PhD research examined the genetic mechanisms 
by which statins, one of the most prescribed drugs 
in the world, exert anticancer activity beyond their 
main cholesterol-lowering activity. Her research has 
contributed to the worldwide body of work on the 
anticancer benefits of statins.

SELF-SCREENING A GAME 
CHANGER FOR CERVICAL CANCER
The Cancer Society Wellington has also helped fund 
a body of research by Anna Adcock and her team 
that explored the acceptability of self-testing for 
HPV among under-screened women in Te Tai 
Tokerau. "Our cervical screening programme is 
failing Māori women", says Anna. Māori women are 
less likely to attend cervical screening and more 
likely to be diagnosed with and die from cervical 
cancer than New Zealand European women. 

85% of cervical cancers occur in those under-
screened. Self-screening provides a less invasive and 
more equitable option for those who find current 
cervical screening (cervical cytology) uncomfortable 
or difficult to access.  

The research involved talking to 28 (predominantly 
Māori) women who screened with an HPV self-test 
about their experiences. It found that the self-test 

was easy, comfortable, and 
empowering to use. This 
work has informed the new 
HPV self-testing-based 
National Cervical Screening 
Programme that will roll out 
across Aotearoa in July 2023.

Anna Adcock – Research Fellow & PhD 
Candidate | Te Tātai Hauora o Hine—
National Centre for Women’s Health 
Research Aotearoa
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STOPPING CANCER  
BEFORE IT STARTS 
THE LINK BETWEEN  
ALCOHOL AND CANCER
New Zealand has a heavy drinking culture, and many 
of us have grown up around alcohol from a very 
young age. However, not many of us are aware of 
the link between alcohol and cancer and how it can 
impact our chances of receiving a cancer diagnosis 
and survival.

In July, following findings 
from a public survey, the 
Cancer Society launched 
an awareness campaign  
to increase people’s 
understanding of the link 
between alcohol 
consumption and cancer. 
This was mainly driven 
through a social media 

campaign but was also supported by local and 
national media. Through this initiative, we aim  
to gain public support for alcohol policy change to 
help reduce cancers caused by alcohol consumption 
in Aotearoa.

PROTECT KIDS FROM  
JUNK FOOD MARKETING
Every day, Aotearoa New Zealand children 
experience excessive levels of unhealthy food and 

drink marketing. It affects their eating behaviour 
and can lead them to have an unhealthy weight in 
adulthood with poor health-related and social 
consequences. Maintaining a healthy weight is an 
important way to reduce your risk of cancer and 
improve your chance of surviving a cancer diagnosis. 

This is why the Cancer Society has partnered with 
several organisations to launch ‘Protect Kids from 
Junk Food Marketing’. This group’s vision is to 
create a healthy future for our children by 
protecting them from exposure to unhealthy foods. 
This can be achieved by ensuring legislation is 
passed to prevent children from being exposed to 
harmful food and beverage marketing.
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GREATER WELLINGTON 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT  
REMAINS STRONG
Although Covid-19 alert levels meant that our annual 
street appeal was cancelled, 2021’s Daffodil Day 
proved to be the most successful yet, with over  
$5.6 million raised nationally. This was aided by  
the support of an anonymous donor who matched  
$1 for every $1 donated and our major sponsor, ANZ. 
Several ambassadors, including Emma Twigg  
and Eric Murray, also came on board to support  
the cause.

Wellington’s monthly giving programme,  
‘Hope For Life’ gained 716 new members in  
2021/22 and now sits at a healthy 3169 givers.  
This programme secures regular and ongoing 
funding and enables the Cancer Society to build a 
strong and long-term relationship with its donors.

WELLINGTON KICK-STARTS  
NEW SUPPORT PROGRAMME
In 2021, the Cancer Society partnered with  
The Y (previously YMCA) to launch an exercise  
and wellbeing programme for those who have been 
affected by cancer. The 4-week programme takes a 
holistic approach, offering information on nutrition, 
mental health and physical exercise while providing 
an environment for people to connect through 
shared and diverse experiences. CanMove has been 
very successful and has run five times since its 
inception with a total of 45 participants. Many 
clients have commented on the value the 
programme has provided.   

During lockdown, the programme was moved online 
so clients could continue participating. Our Central 
Districts Division has since adopted CanMove after  
a CanMove facilitation training day. Recently, 
CanMove was also a finalist in the Dom Post 
Wellington Exercise awards.

“I have gained a lot from this programme and 
cannot speak highly enough of the support and 
encouragement that I have had with all the staff at 
the Cancer Society, they have all acted in a 
professional manner, and have been very caring, 
understanding and 
extremely supportive. 
They make me feel that 
I am important, and  
that I am somebody.” 
- CanMove participant.
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KĀPITI COAST

Catherine Scullin Beach FM Producer

the Kāpiti community, Beach FM has been there 
every step of the way to help promote our work.”

SLIP UNDER SOME SHADE
The Kāpiti Support Centre has been developing its 
relationship with local council over the past year to 
promote SunSmart messaging and behaviours 
amongst the community. This has included creating 
SunSmart resources that promote shade as a 
SunSmart behaviour and installing a shade sail over 
the toddler playground at Mazengarb Reserve.  

“The sail will provide much-needed shade, just in 
time for summer,” Kāpiti Mayor, Mr Gurunathan 
said.

Other centres of the Cancer Society Wellington 
Division are working closely with local councils to 
promote the importance of shade in public spaces, 
especially in local parks and schools.

THE KĀPITI SUPPORT  
CENTRE ON AIR
Since 2017, a local radio station in Kāpiti, Beach FM, 
has been supporting the work of the Kāpiti Cancer 
Society by sharing its messages with the community. 
Mandy Savage, Senior Health Promoter and Centre 
Coordinator, regularly joins producer Catherine 
Scullin for a Q&A on air to share key messages and 
notices with the community.

Beach FM has also been a great way to share event 
details and health promotion messages such as 
screening programmes, Smokefree, healthy habits 
and the connection between alcohol and cancer. It 
has also enabled the Kāpiti Cancer Society to recruit 
a steady stream of volunteers.  

“Situations can change quickly, and we’ve found the 
immediacy of local radio really handy to get our 
messages out to the community, particularly during 
lockdowns. Not everyone is aware of what the 
Cancer Society offers, and since we opened the 
Kāpiti Support Centre and extended our services to 

Sun shade at Mazengarb Reserve
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NELSON-TASMAN
In the 21/22 year, the Cancer Society Nelson Tasman 
supported around 400 individuals/whānau across the 
region, including 213 newly referred and 52 facing 
recurrences. Their focus has been on maintaining 
continuity of support despite Covid disruptions, which 
caused face-to-face groups and contact to be 
suspended. The Centre offered some groups online, a 
standout being its yoga class, run weekly by Naomi 
Dakin for several months, with all classes recorded 
and available online. 

Cancer clients from other parts of the country also 
joined this class as it was the only online yoga class 
offered through the Cancer Society nationwide. The 
Centre’s gym programme was able to run four times 
with 27 people attending. Referrals for counselling 

Support Coordinator Cyndy providing family support.

increased, up to 93 in total, with 45% of these being 
for partners/whānau members. Support to the 
broader whānau continues to be a vital aspect of the 
Centre’s support as services such as counselling are 
often specifically for the patient.  

Financial pressures on whānau continue to be evident, 
with 96 support grants provided. Of these, 30% were 
related to rural travel costs and 30% income loss - 53% 
of our new clients were of working age. Our services 
continue to be anchored in our communities with 
practical and immediate support.

Local Creative Team volunteer
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MARLBOROUGH
THE NEW HOME OF CANCER 
SUPPORT
After a turbulent year in temporary accommodation, 
our Marlborough team secured a long-term lease of 
a house in Blenheim in August 2021. The 
Marlborough Centre of the Cancer Society quickly 
re-established itself as the home of cancer support 
services in Marlborough, hosting existing cancer-
related groups such as Simply the Breast and the 
Prostate Cancer Support Group and launching a new 
support forum, volunteer training and easily 
accommodating our shade loan and event 
equipment all onsite.

UNDERSTANDING TIKANGA MĀORI
In April 2021, the Marlborough Centre welcomed 
staff from across the Wellington Division to Picton 
for the biennial staff training in April 2021. This 
training focused on increasing understanding of 
tikanga Māori and concepts such as ‘whānau’ and 

how this relates to our everyday work towards 
equitable health outcomes for people with cancer. 
All staff travelled to Marlborough to participate in 
the wānanga, which included a historic tour by local 
iwi of the Wairau plains & Marlborough Sounds and 
a noho marae/stay at Waikawa Marae to practice 
cultural competencies.

OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT
Despite the challenges of Covid-19 restrictions, 
exceptional community fundraising efforts were 
noted in the 2021/22 year for the Marlborough 
Centre. The ‘Hole Lotta Golf’ team hosted a charity 
auction & dinner at Marlborough Golf Club as part 
of the Longest Day Golf Challenge. An outstanding 
$32,828 was raised with cancer prevention and 
awareness messages promoted at every opportunity, 
including the ‘colossal colon’ bowel screening 
promotional tool on show throughout the event.

The new Marlborough Centre Hole Lotta Golf team – Longest Day challenge Staff training at 
Waikawa Marae 2021
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TEAM “WAI US?”
Although the Brendan Supersite Round the Bays was 
pulled online in February, the Wairarapa team spirit 
remained strong despite doing the race solo and in 
the torrential rain. The team was able to check in 
on each other’s virtual progress and was delighted 
to raise over $2,000 for our Wairarapa community.

ANNUAL PUBLIC LECTURE - DR 
BRENDAN LUEY
Every year the Wairarapa Cancer Society hosts a 
public lecture where it invites a distinguished guest 
speaker in the oncology world to share their latest 
research with our community. This year, Dr Brendan 

WAIRARAPA
Luey, clinical lead medical oncologist 
in Wellington, delivered a 
presentation on the current research 
in the management of lung cancer. Dr 
Luey shared what researchers have 
learned about the changes in non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells 
that help them grow, and the 
development of drugs to specifically 
target these changes. He explained 

how targeted drugs work differently from standard 
chemotherapy drugs and the different side effects. 
The lecture was well received, and the community 
and our team were very grateful that Dr Luey 
shared his time and knowledge with the community.

SKIN SPOT CHECK INITIATIVE 
One of the many joys of living in the Wairarapa is its 
beautiful sunny climate. This year the Wairarapa 
Cancer Society and the 
Wairarapa Skin Clinic 
collaborated to deliver free  
spot checks to its community. 
The screening prompted further 
investigation for several 
attendees and was a successful 
way to raise awareness of the 
Cancer Society’s Sunsmart 
messaging and the importance 
of getting your skin checked. 

Wairarapa Cancer Society Team: Maria Mudford (and Charlie Pup); 
Vanessa-Jayne Hunt, Danel Herd and support crew son; Bron Locke, 
Donna Holmes and Esther Taafa

Dr Brendan Luey

Donna Holmes – previous CS Health 
Promoter (left) with Lesley Denholm  

CS Board member (right)
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"In the first session, there were a lot of silences,  
but I remember saying to Viv, 'Where do I start?  
I have so much bottled up; I'm scared of offloading 
in case I break and can't recover.' But the skill  
that Viv's got is amazing. She started that whole 
readjustment of my thought process. It doesn't 
matter how I went into her office. I came out 
feeling valued, respected, cared for, and that  
I was a person and a man, not just a statistic."

Throughout his treatment and beyond, Pete had 
over 20 sessions with Viv. Our counselling service  
is in high demand, supporting cancer patients and 
their wider whānau when they need it most. 

THE IMPACT OF OUR 
SUPPORT ON INDIVIDUALS

When Pete moved to 
Kāpiti and registered  
with a new GP, a routine 
health inspection showed 
he had a high PSA level. 
As a fit and active 
individual, Pete, an 
ex-marine, was shocked 
when further tests 
showed he had prostate 
cancer. He was even  
more fearful to discover 
just how bad it could  
have been:

"At the age of 17-and-a-half, I went through the 
Falklands War. I went through another 17 areas  
of conflict, from Bosnia to Afghanistan and Iraq.  
But I was never as scared as when I walked out of 
the doctor's office after hearing those words:  
'If you'd come to me in six months, we wouldn't  
have even bothered."

From that day, Pete's life changed forever. He 
underwent two years of intensive hormone 
treatment, and the physical effects on his body 
were sudden and drastic. He went from being fit – 
to gaining 30 kilograms, losing muscle, and growing 
breast tissue. When his depression and anger  
began to affect his relationship with his partner,  
he reached out to the Kāpiti Cancer Society Centre 
and was put in touch with Counsellor Viv.
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At 24 years old, Vicky was sitting at home when  
she received an unexpected email alert saying 
‘Confirmed cancer diagnosis’.

“I called mum first. I was trying to get the words 
out. I thought it might be a mistake.” 

From that moment on Vicky’s life was consumed by 
cancer and she quickly began six weeks of grueling 
chemotherapy that resulted in an endless list of 
side-effects. 

“It was awful,” Vicky says. “I felt like I was just  
a barrel of poison. I couldn’t sleep because of  
the ache in my bones and the hot flushes from  
the ‘chemopause’. 

Throughout her treatment and beyond, there were 
times that Vicky was unsure what she was going 
through was normal, and it was in these times of 

uncertainty that she would 
reach out to the Cancer 
Society Wellington. Whether 
it be information  
on cancer.org.nz or a 
friendly voice at the end of 
the phone, Vicky trusted  
the Cancer Society to  
provide quick and accurate 
information and support.  

“I’ve been really grateful to 

receive help from the Cancer Society. They’ve been 
absolutely amazing through all stages of treatment. 
Before treatment, I used their resources to find out 
what I should expect, during treatment there were 
times I had to call up to see if what was happening 
was normal, if I needed to go into hospital and they 
were just so amazing and lovely and thoughtful and 
helpful through the whole process.”

The Cancer Society prides itself on being a  
reliable source of information for those looking  
for information about cancer. In addition to  
cancer.org.nz, our Supportive Care Nurses provide 
cancer information through our 0800 Cancer 
Information Helpline. In 2021/22, the helpline 
received 6220 calls.

PROVIDING SUPPORT  
AND INFORMATION WHEN 
PEOPLE NEED IT MOST

Vicky after treatment Vicky during chemotherapy
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The Cancer Society Wellington Division, 
including the Nelson-Tasman, Marlborough 
and Wairarapa Centres, raised $5.97 million 
for the 12 months to 31 March 2022. 
Expenditure for the same period was $5.94 
million, with $22,000 of income retained  
for future use. 

These summary graphs have been extracted  
from the full financial statements of the Division, 
including the Nelson-Tasman, Marlborough and 
Wairarapa Centres. All are registered charities 
under New Zealand’s Charities Services (DIA).

Full financial statements for each entity 
(including audit reports) are available on request.

INCOME WAS SPENT ON:

6% 
National 

Levy

25%
Fundraising

8%
Communications

9%
Volunteer 
Services

9%
Administration

5%
Medical & Scientific 

Research

4%
Depreciation

1%
Investments

10%
Health 

Promotion

23%
Support and 
information

INCOME SOURCES:

12%
Relay for Life

1%
Other Income

6%
Patient 

Accommodation

11%
Daffodil 

Day29%
Bequest 
Income

3%
Grants

4%
Investments

15%
Regular Giving - 

Hope for Life

19%
Donations  
& Events
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THANK YOU TO EVERY PERSON WHO HAS SUPPORTED US – IT ALL MAKES A DIFFERENCE. A SPECIAL THANK YOU  
TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS WHO HELP US CONTINUE SUPPORTING PEOPLE AFFECTED BY CANCER:

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS 

Greater Wellington
33 Trust Ltd
Four Winds Foundation
Graeme Eskrigge Trust
Grassroots Trust Central              
Hugo Charitable Trust
Hutt-Mana Charitable Trust
Lion Foundation
Lottery Wellington/Wairarapa Community
Lottery Covid-19 Community  
Wellbeing Fund
Owen and John Whitfield  
Charitable Trust
Paraparaumu/Raumati Community Board  
Pelorus Trust
Ray Watts Charitable Trust
Roy and Jan Mace Charitable Trust
MenzShed Kāpiti
Nikau Foundation
Society of Mary New Zealand
Stuff Media and Dominion Post
Sydney and Angela Cummings  
Charitable Trust
Trentham Masonic Centre
Waikanae Community Board
Walter and Rana Norwood  
Charitable Trust
Wellington Community Trust

Wairarapa
A&P Showgrounds Clareville Carterton  
Aramex Couriers  
Carterton District Council 
Carterton Meat Processors  

Colin Surridge Builders  
Coom Estate (Bequest)  
CP Wool  
District Council 
Enumerate Chartered Accountants  
Fallprotect Wairarapa  
Giddens Family  
Graeme O Dowd  
Jennifer Sartow Trust  
Judith Stewart Estate (Bequest)  
Loaders Engineering  
Longford Trust  
Mediaworks Foundation  
P&K Mitre 10 Martinborough  
Property Brokers Real Estate Co. 
Wairarapa  
Roy & Jan Mace Charitable Trust  
Russel Keys Electrical Carterton  
Sergeants Motorcycles. Carterton  
Stihl Hire Masterton 
Trust House Wairarapa  
Trustlands Trust Wairarapa  
Wairarapa Times Age  
Wong Family Trust Carterton  
Wool Wairarapa  

Marlborough
Estate of A A Chant 
Estate of Lorna Lucella McDougall 
Estate of Stephen Osborne Stevens 
Ford Club of Marlborough 
Lottery Community Grants 
Marlborough District Council 

Marlborough Lines 
Marlborough Vintage Car Club 
Maurice Capstick Medical Trust Fund 
Pelorus Area Health Trust 
Pub Charity 
Redwood Trust

Nelson
Anchor Print
Atawhai 4 Square
Avoca Web Design
Bowater Toyota
Bunnings
Fico Finance
Findex
Gourmet Catering
Kiwi Journeys
Lake Rotoiti Lodge
MenzShed Waimea
Moana Paddleboarding
Nelson District Wood Turners
Nelson Golf Club
Nelson Vintage Car Club
Plus 4 Financial
Probounce
Sothebys International Realty
Whakatu Rotary Club
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Cancer Society’s Wellington Office | 52 Riddiford Street, Newtown, Wellington

Cancer Society's Kāpiti Centre | 27 Kāpiti Road, Paraparaumu

Cancer Society’s Wairarapa Centre | 37 Te Ore Ore Road, Masterton

Cancer Society’s Nelson-Tasman Centre | 102 Hardy Street, Nelson,

Cancer Society’s Marlborough Centre | 76a Maxwell Road, Blenheim

www.cancer.org.nz | 0800 CANCER (226 237)

http://www.cancer.org.nz

